ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Video streaming and video conferencing applications are becoming very important as internet is finding explosive opportunity to support a wide variety of hand-held devices, desktops and laptops. Service providers are attempting to increase bandwidth efficiency and minimization of service disruptions. End user devices want high bandwidth and are driving spectrum efficiency. Service provisioning is occurring in both wired and wireless networks and the QoS assurance need to be maintained if service providers have to support differentiated services for economic benefit. Transmission of real time video has bandwidth, delay and loss requirements. However there is no quality of service (QoS) guarantee for video transmission over the current internet. There are many challenging issues that need to be addressed in designing mechanisms for Internet video transmission. The challenging QoS issues are Bandwidth, Delay, Loss, Congestion, and Heterogeneity [1] .
Quality of service (QoS) in the context of provisioning of network centric multi-services that includes transport of voice, video and data either homogenously or in mixed mode requires support of bounded information rate, bounded response time and bounded information loss. The quantification if these three parameters that are desirable is a function if the end user application. QoS assurance on the other hand requires maintaining the network connectivity at all times between two end users irrespective of what happens to the network path in terms of path failure or mobility while maintaining the desired QoS end to end.
In order to maintain end to end assurance there need to support cooperative dynamic control of information flow at the IP protocol layer for all multi service applications for each source destination pair. This needs to be achieved without any request for control information from the network. This is part of "user control" where the control information is exchanged between the source and destination using management packet between two remote agents along with an ensemble of IP packets that carry user application data. The network provider can further improve the ability to support end to end QoS provisioning by optimizing the multi hop path by maintaining high probability of path continuity for each source destination pair. This needs to be achieved in the presence of mobility, multi path fading and Doppler effects in wireless channels and in the presence of congestion in wired channels. The transport QoS is controlled by the network provider while the application QoS is controlled by the source destination pair.
QoS issues in current Internet has survived by increasing physical layer link capacity to meet its demand. Usually, IP layer assumes that a LAN rarely drops and delays packets. However, in WLANs due to the challenges of wireless channel, it makes Physical layer data rate improvements difficult to achieve. This is because error rate can be more than three orders of magnitude larger in WLANs than that of wired LAN. Furthermore conventional wireless networks are often connected to wired network and require a fixed wired backbone infrastructure. There is another type of wireless network that has neither a fixed base station nor has a wired backbone infrastructure. These kind of networks are called Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANET) that consists of mobile nodes acting as both mobile hosts and mobile routers. A wireless ad hoc network can be defined as an autonomous system of mobile nodes that are free to move randomly and organize themselves arbitrarily. Being self-organized and operating without existing infrastructures, MANET have several unique features. First their topology are dynamic due to mobility of nodes. Due to mobility of nodes, the topology of the network may change frequently. Thus node connectivity and link properties such as capacity and bit error rate cannot be predetermined. Next, the transmission medium is bandwidth constrained and time varying. Other factors such as path loss, fading, channel error and interference reduces capacity of wireless link. Finally wireless ad hoc networks are also power constrained that reduces transmission rate, data rate and processing speed of devices. These mobile ad hoc networks are expected to play an important role in commercial and military usage.
Given the features above, multimedia streaming over wireless MANET is a challenging task. Multimedia applications have bandwidth, delay and loss requirements. Therefore providing quality of service (QoS) support in the network is a challenging task. Amid difficulty, providing QoS in the network is unavoidable because of increasing popularity of multimedia applications and potential commercial usage of MANET. A reliable streaming mechanism is therefore required to guarantee that these applications are completely received at the destination.
In this paper, we try to focus on transmission of real time video, like live event or video conference, in MANET network environment and find a minimum buffer at the receiver node while maintaining video QoS. We use queuing theory analysis to provide QoS measures: Average delay, Variation in delay, Loss ratio and Delay statistics.
BACKGROUND WORK
Previous research has developed extensive work on delivering end to end QoS and QoS assurance for Voice/IP applications. Provisioning of Voice/IP service in Internet is not a challenge but achieving QoS and QoS assurance in the network is centric using IP as the seamless transport protocol is a significant challenge, since IP is a connectionless service and has no error correction support or bandwidth control within the peer to peer operation. Also the network providers have no control on the access networks and end user devices and their performance abilities. Thus achieving QoS and QoS assurance by the network providers is very difficult [2] .
A novel technique of dynamic tri mode control of IP packets that allows high quality assurance of Voice/IP service provisioning for each source destination pair with cooperative management control. Dynamic controls are exercised based on Coefficient of Variance (ratio of standard deviation of delay and expected value) that varies when network path is congested or operating under normal conditions with reasonable traffic. The Coefficient of Variance refers to a statistical measure of the distribution of data points around the mean. The Coefficient of variance is a helpful statistic in comparing the degree of variation from one data series to the other although the means are considerably different from each other. Distributions with a coefficient of variance to be less than 1 are considered to be low variance whereas those with a coefficient of variance higher than 1 are considered to be high variance. It has been demonstrated both theoretically and by real implementation; tri mode control has effectively assured high probability of QoS for Voice/IP application end to end. The subjective quality of Voice is maintained at nearly toll quality for all conditions the network [2] . There are three modes of control considered: When Coefficient of Variance (CV) is between 0.27 and 0.33, the channel is considered to be in "normal mode" as such no control is necessary. When CV exceeds 0.33, the standard deviation increases while maintaining normal expected value. In this case, the channel experience packet queuing in the hops across the connected path. The intent is to reduce the traffic from source. The packet delay in the ensemble is increased by one packet generation time and therefore indirectly reduce the offered traffic from source. This will reduce CV and the mode is referred to as "extended buffer" mode. The channel remains in extended buffer mode until the CV becomes less than 0.27, thus hysteresis has been built to allow for smooth change of control without any oscillations in the modes. When CV is less than 0.27, a condition occurs on the channel where congestion occurs in the path and packets get queued for a longer time and packets can be lost. The standard deviation is very low. In this mode, which is referred to as "sub-packet mode", the intent is to decrease the expected value of the delay to increase CV to be more than 0.27 to move it back to normal mode. The packets are split into "odd samples" and "even samples" packets and only "odd samples are transmitted. The even samples are interpolated at the receiver. This will increase the expected delay and move the channel to normal mode. The number of packets where we only send odd samples can be restricted to maintain higher QoS. If all packets are transmitted with only odd samples, there is a small degradation in the quality.
The receiver buffer plays a major role in overall performance of streaming video. The required size of this buffer is affected by mainly by two conditions: encoding rate of the video and the quality of network. Since the buffer stores the next video packets to read for content player, we never want the player to reach a state where the buffer is empty. Filling the buffer takes time as the upcoming bytes over the network needs to be downloaded. In order to deliver a satisfying viewer experience the player buffer behavior needs to balance the initial load time against the risk that the buffer becomes empty leading to video that pauses or plays in stops and starts [3] .
It has been pointed out by many researchers [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] that video applications should be fair to other applications that have comparatively low data dates. This is often phrased as "TCP Friendliness" [4] . This has led to the development of adaptive video streaming applications that feature rate control in response to changing network conditions. Transmission rate should be adjusted such that the buffer will never overflow or underflow. The buffer underflows when a frame fails to arrive before its playout time and the buffer overflows when the fill rate is higher than its drain rate. So to avoid underflow and overflow, the sequence of transmission rates must satisfy [5] , 
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Multimedia streaming in Ad Hoc Network is a challenging issue due to dynamic behavior and uncertain nature of channels. In Ad Hoc Network it is not practical to assign large buffer size for the devices that have lower memory for buffering. However, receiver buffer plays a crucial role in overall performance of multimedia streaming. In video streaming application, digital video is transported across the network and the destination stores some portion of video prior to playing. The amount of storage should be optimized such that the end user witnesses continuous video transmission. In spite of technological evolutions in video compression, video streaming still requires large storage at the receiver side. So our objective is to design a buffering strategy with lower demands on buffer space while maintaining video QoS.
In a typical streaming session, the client requests video from a video server. For a smooth playout, video streaming needs a steady rate but because of congestions and packet loss in the network path, the transmission rate will decrease causing bandwidth variation which can cause degradation in video quality. Video conferencing on the other hand allows multiple windows to be set up on the screen and the video with associated data and voice are bundled to ensure the window to maintain lip sync and continuous motion of video approximately. There is limited storage in the conferencing application. Therefore a buffer can be placed in the client end where video frames are temporarily stored in order to smooth out bandwidth variations In order to use IP transport, it is critical to determine a basis of normalizing the storage at the receiving side as a function of sustainable data rate on the path. Figure 1 below shows the role of client buffer in video streaming. There are three mechanisms for congestion control namely; Rate control, rate adaptive video encoding and rate shaping [9] . Rate control follows the transport approach. Rate adaptive video encoding follows the compression approach and the rate shaping could follow either the transport approach or compression approach. Under our architecture, we adapt a Source Based Rate Control System that can minimize congestion by matching the rate of video stream to the available network bandwidth. The sender adapts the transmission rate of the video stream. A QoS monitor is maintained at the receiver side which measures behavior of arriving packets like packet loss and delay. Based on this feedback information about the network, the sender regulates the rate of video stream. Thus source based rate control can minimize the amount of packet loss by matching the rate of video stream to the available network bandwidth.
In this Research, we first intend to find minimum buffer size as a means of achieving smoother, higher quality streaming video. In the second case we are interested in smoothing the transmission rate by dynamically controlling the Coefficient of Variance, considering the buffer and delay constraints. We simulate a video playout to determine the number of pauses and the minimum buffer size for no interrupts to occur based on bandwidth variations. Once filled, the buffer is drained at the encoding rate of the video and whenever empty, number of interrupts is counted. By increasing the buffer size and repeating the simulation, we determine the smallest buffer size when there are no more interrupts. We assume that transmission and play out take place in time slots of constant length. We use relationship between the coefficient of variation of the trace and minimum buffer size and predict the perfect buffer size from the sample of the whole trace.
Buffer Design for Video Streaming Traffic in Ad Hoc Network
Receiver buffer plays an important role in overall performance of streaming video. However in MANET it is not practical to allow large buffer sizes for the devices that have limited memory for buffering. The characteristics of traffic model is extremely important for buffer designing. An accurate traffic model of video sequence is necessary to predict network performance like end to end delay and packet loss. The most common way to use video traffic model in network is to perform live experiment on real network and real sources. However, testing on real networks can be expensive and cannot be used in a queuing models. An alternative to this kind of modeling is using mathematical analysis. Various stochastic video traffic models have been proposed in literature like Poisson based, Markov process based, wavelet based, self-similar and fractional Brownian based [16] . Statistical and mathematical traffic model can be better used in understanding various traffic characteristics. The Poisson process has been traditionally used for modeling voice and data processes. Markov modulated video traffic have been very popular for modeling different types of videos and with different compression schemes. Based on this equation we can compare the minimum buffer required to meet a particular overflow objective for a Markovian queuing system. A figure for required buffer size as a function of offered load is shown in figure 3 for various overflow probability. We see that buffer size increases as the offered load increases. 
Performance Metric
We use delivery ratio to measure the impact of varying buffer size on the performance metric. The delivery ratio is the ratio of total number of packets delivered at the client to the total number of packets generated at the source end. As shown in figure below, increasing buffer increases the delivery ratio. 
END TO END DELAY CALCULATION AND BUFFER CONTROL
The network could be modeled as a multihop clustered infrastructure where all nodes are connected with respect to dynamic control of end to end delay performance. The path connectivity between any pair of users is derived by using these nodes. When a source destination path is connected, the number of nodes in the path is random at each instance of path connection. The number of hops varies depending on the location of the source and destination. In addition, the delay variance at each node n a path is also random. The delay variability in each node is due to congestion and queuing delays. For a reasonable number of hops, this delay can be modelled as a Gaussian Process [2] . With each hop having a random process, the sum of processes that cause the delay can reach Gaussian. Thus end to end delay of IP packet transmission between the source and destination includes the delay variations caused by number of hops and variable delay within each node. Video source is encoded at 384kbps and each sample is represented by 8 bits. Therefore each sample is quantized using 256 levels at the transmission side. If we group every 256 byte of samples (2048 bits) into one packet, the corresponding Packet Generation Time (PGT) is 0.00533 seconds. We have chosen the uniform delay range for the multi hop connectivity between 70 ms and 130 ms. In addition, each node has a time varying delay due to network traffic conditions based on a Gaussian process. This can be modeled with a nonstationary delay model based on using Gaussian process with a mean in the range of [50, 70] ms, and standard deviation in the range of [50, 100] ms [2] . In summary the total delay in network is sum of PGT (Packet Generation Time), packet delay and network delay. Using the above equations, it is possible to compute the average delay, variance of the delay and standard deviation of the delay.
The average delay is expressed as: 10.66
Using the uniform distribution for multi-hop delay, we can compute the mean and the variance: Based on the CV methodology, we maintain buffer not to overflow. We divide the network into two modes, namely normal and control mode based on CV value calculated using about equations. IF CV stays in the range of 0.27<CV<0.33 [2] , we call it a normal mode and no action is necessary. If CV falls below or above these threshold range, network switches into control mode and actions are taken to bring CV to normal mode.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
Providing end to end QoS for video streaming applications is a key challenge in today's wireless mobile networks. The main finding of this paper is that buffer management can be used to optimize the performance of multimedia streaming over unreliable wireless links. In this Research, we studied the effect of receiver buffer size on the quality of perceived video streaming application. Our Objective was to keep receiver buffer as small as possible for a give interrupt free streaming. Our experiment shows how buffer size should be changed based on network variation. We built our simulation to determine the minimum buffer by increasing buffer size till there are no interrupts. We present performance for achieving the desired QoS for video streaming application by extending the use of tri mode control already used by Voice/IP application. The performance is based on using a finite buffer at the end user device, dynamically controlled by Coefficient of Variance.
We would like to extend this work in future by implementing theoretical model in real ad hoc environment network. We haven't considered mobility and channel impairment issues for which we need to deepen our study and investigate performance measure of our system in various mobility cases. We would also like to compare our algorithm with other existing bandwidth smoothing techniques used in video streaming.
